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Abstract

We present a new radiosi[y algorithm for efficiently computing
global solutions with respect to a constrained set of views. Radiosi -
ties of directly visible surfaces are computed to high accuracy, while
those ot’ surfaces having only an indirect effect are computed to
an accuracy commensurate with their contribution. The algorithm
uses an adaptive subdivision scheme that is guided by the interplay
between two closely related transport processes: one propagating
power from the light sources, and the other propagating imporrarwc
from the visible surfaces. By simultaneously refining approximate
solutions to the dud transport equations, computation is signifi-
cantly reduced in areas that contribute little to the region of inter-
est. This approach is very effective for complex environments in
which only a small fraction is visible at any time. Our statistics show
dramatic speedups over the fastest previous radiosity algorithms for
diffuse environments with details at a wide range of scales.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.7 [Computer Graph-
ics ]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism.

Additional Key Words: importance functions. adaptive meshing,
hierarchical rddiosity. adjoint transport equation, global illumina-
tion, view-dependence.

1 Introduction

View-independent gtobal mdiosity algorithms have two major draw-
backs: they oversolve globally and undersolve locally. The algo-
rithms oversolve globally in that they attempt to compute radios i-

ties to a uniform precision throughout the environment-even on
surfaces hidden from all useful points of view. They undersolve lo-

cally in that a single global radiosity solution is seldom adequate
under close inspection—local effects such as shadowing and color
bleeding among small objects are often lost when the radiosity of
the entire environment has to be computed to a uniform precision.
Thus, the utiiity of i purely view-independent solution diminishes
as the environment complexity or the required accuracy increases.

To address this problem, several adaptive meshing schemes have
been devised m increase the level of approximation where signifi-
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cant intensity gradients occur [3. 4. 6]. These algorithms can achieve

good results with fewer surface elements. For complex environ-
ments, however, the cost of creating a fine mesh to capture every
illumination detail, whether visible or not, may still be far too high.

[n practice, radiosity implementations often rely on some form
of additional intervention by the user in order to handle complex
scenes. For example. in order to keep the total number of sutiacc
elements small, the user may need to supply meshing hint~ based

on the anticipated set of views. This approach has the advantage ot’
saving work in areas that are unimportant to the final image. How-

ever, it also tends to sacrilice global accuracy, as there is no obvious
way for the user to predict the level of meshing required for distant
objects to have their proper effects on the visible parts of the scene.

The converse of this problem arises during the solution proces~:
which of the vast number of intemctions in a complex environment
are significant enough to evaluate’? Consider, for example. comput-
ing d radiosity solution for u Iargc building. In principle, light leav-

ing a small surface on one tloor could reach any other floor by some

circuitous path of stairwells and corridors. A rddiosity algorithm that

accurately computed all such inteructiorts would be highly imprac-
tical.

Hanrahan, Salzman, and Auppcrle [ 12I have recently proposed a
brightness-weighted hierarchical radiosity algorithm that goes a
long way toward resolving this difficulty. The hierarchical algorithm
focuses effort on the significant energy transfers. quickly approx-
imating the insignificant interactions. However, because the algo-
rithm is still view-independent. it dots more work than necessary
in complex environments when only a single view or set of views
is required. Indeed. it is not difticult [o construct models for which

even this rapid algorithm is impractically slow.

One way to make radiosity practical for complex environments is
to incorporate a notion of view-dependence. For insumce, we might
first use some form of visibility preprocessing to determine the sur-
faces that arc directly visible [1. 191. To compute the radimities
of these surfaces, all surfaces contributing energy must be (aken
into account. But these contributing surface>, in turn, receive en-
ergy from sutlaces that arc still further away. However, in general
the effect of distant interactions v.ill be less important [o the visible
scene. In short, to make effective use of view-dependence it is nec-
essary to consider u// potential interactions among surfidces. but to
compute each interaction only to an appropriate level of ticcuracy.

In this paper, we describe such an algorithm: an extension to hier-
archical radiosity that relines the interactions contributing the most
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Figure I : A radiosity  solution for a labyrinth.

error to the view-dependent  solution. The  algorithm makes use of
impor-tunce  fundons,  which  have  been  studied extensively  in neu-
tron  transport theory [ 15, 161.  In our context, importance functions
describe  how the radiosity  originating  at a given  patch influences
the visible surfaces.  The algorithm we propose combines estimates
of importance and radiosity  to drive the global solution, allowing it
to exploit view-dependent  information as part of an adaptive refine-
ment  scheme.

2 Importance

Illumination algorithms can be divided into two categories:  those
that  simulate the propagation of all light throughout an environment,
typified by radiosity  algorithms; and those  that simulate only the
light reaching the eye, typified by ray tracing. These two strategies
are in some  sense dual: the former simulate the process of photons
emanating from sources of light, while the latter trace rays that em-
anate from the eye, but  behave very much  like photons in every other
respect. The two strategies have  advantages for modeling different
modes of light scattering. Indeed, the many bidirectional  ray trac-
ing and multi-pass radiosity methods suggested in the last few years
[2,5, 13, 17, 18,201  exploit the complementary  nature  of these two
processes.

An analogous duality appears in neutron  transport theory,  where
equations similar to those of radiative transfer are used to predict
neutron  flux  181.  If only the flux  impinging on a small receiver is
required, it is typically  the  adjaint of the original transport equation
that  is solved, in effect reversing the direction of neutron  migration
back toward the source.  This strategy is closely  related to the various
ray tracing approaches for global illumination  [ 14,221.

The efficiency of these  “backward” methods depends on the ability
to quickly find  paths leading back to the source.  But determining
these paths is equivalent to solving the transport equation in the for-
ward direction. Thus,  solving the transport equation in one direction
would  seem to require its prior solution in the other direction.  How-
ever, through  variational methods, nuclear engineers  have  been  able
to use this interdependence to advantage. These methods allow ap-
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Figure 2: An importance solution for the same  model.

proximate  solutions to the two transport equations to be combined,
yielding  an overall solution with  higher accuracy than  either com-
ponent alone [8, 161.

The effectiveness  of these techniques suggest that in the realm of
global illumination  it may also be possible  to exploit  the dual nature
of light transport more effectively  than  has previously been  recog-
nized. Rather than  using these dual processes in multiple passes to
simulate different light scattering modes, we can instead use the two
processes together-solving  them  simultaneously-in  order to pro-
duce an accurate result more quickly.

As an illustration  of our approach, consider  the labyrinth model de-
picted in Figure I. The model is illuminated  by several light sources,
shown  in white.  The  radiosity  solution due to these lights is shown
in red. In an analogous fashion, the camera can also “illuminate”
the scene with  a new quantity, “importance.” Figure 2 depicts  the
importance solution due to the camera in green.

Our algorithm uses radiosity  and importance  together to accelerate
the radiosity  solution for the visible  scene. It does this by refining
estimates of the transport equations most where  the interaction of
radiosity  and importance is highest. Thus,  in Figure 3 the algorithm
uses the finest  mesh  for the parts of the scene that are yellow, some-
what  less meshing for the parts that  are orange, and even  less for the
parts that are red, green, or black-i.e., in regions of little impor-
tance, little brightness,  or little of either.

The remainder  of this section shows  how the duality of radiosity  and
importance can be established  more formally, and develops some
mathematical tools for using these quantities together to drive a hi-
erarchical  algorithm.

2.1 Duality  of radiosity and importance

Suppose we have  a linear operator  L governing some transport pro-
cess, and a source  term S. Then  the transport equation and its adjoint
can be written as follows:

L@ = s (1)
L*‘P  = R (2)
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Figure 3: The radiosity  and importance  solutions  together.

where  * is the adjoint  operator.  and R is a /IV,~IYV~.  dual to the source.
In the context  of radiosity.  Q, is a vector  of radiositiex,  S a vector  of
cmittances.  and L a discrete  approximation  to the continuous  trans-
port operator.  Because  1, is a matrix  of real numbers.  I,’ = 1,’

In the adjoint  equation  (2). the vector  \I, is the  in7por1unc~’  vector
dual to @, To understand  the signiticance  of R and @, suppose that
we wish to compute  a scalar function of the radiosity  solution  v(@),
rather  than  the entire  solution  a. For  example.  the function  1’ might
compute  the average  radiosity  visible through  a certain  aperture.
such as a pixel  or the entire  image  plane.  Since  any linear func-
tion of @ can be expressed  as an inner  product.  we can write r(@) as
the product  R’  @. where  R, gives the contribution  of @, to the scalar
function  1‘. Wc can then use equations  ( I ) and (7) together  to derive
an alternate  fommulation of ),(a))  with respect to q:

I‘(@)  = R’Q,  = (l,“i’)‘Q,  = @‘La  = q’s, (3)

Thus,  each element 9, of the importance vector  9 gives the con-
tribution  made by a unit of emittance at patch ,j to the scalar func-
tion I(@). In other  words.  if I’ is chosen for a particular  view. then
Q, gives  thrl f~trc~~iot7  of’r-culiosity en7irrcd  u/ pu1~~17  j rho/  7rltin7otc~l~

r’l’l,l~hc~.s  rhtz  “Vl’.

Note that since the vector  R plays  a role dual to S in equations  ( I )
and (2). we can thinh of R as describing  the initial  “emittance  of
importance.”  In this sense.  we can think of every  patch ,j as having
associated  with it both  a steady-state  radiosity  a, coming from all
patches in the environment  but originating  at the lights  S. and also a
steady-state  mlportance 9, coming from  all patches but originating
at R. determined  by the eye (Figure  4).

While radiosity  and importance  are similar  in many  respects.  the two
quantities  are not exactly  the same. Radiosity  is a flux density,  mea-
sured in watts per meter-squared,  whcrca\  importance  is detined  as
a fraction, and is therefore  a dimensionless  quantity.  This distinction
has ramifications  when we distribute  the two quantities  in a hierar-
chical  system.  as described  in Section  2.3.

2.2 Importance-driven  refinement

For most transport  equations.  we must use a discrete  approximation
to the exact transport  operator.  The global illumination  problem is
no exception;  the matrix  approximation  of L generally  contains  im-
precise  form-factor  estimates  and other  assumptions  that introduce
error. However. the approximate  matrix can be expressed  as a pertur-
bation  of the exact operator,  and retined  using estimates  of radiosity
and importance,  as follows.

Let L be an approximation  to I,, with c = L + aI,. and let 6 be the
solution  to the corresponding  transport  equation.  which is an ap-
proximation  to the exact radiosity  vector  @. Assuming  exact emit
lances S, the approximate  radiosity  transport  equation  can be writter n
as

Li = s. (4 )

which is equivalent  to

L6 = s - ALi. (5)

Thus.  we can rewrite the approximate  transport  equation  with exact
emittances  S in terms of an exact transport  operator  with perturbed
emittances  S - AL%.

Since the importance  of a patch describes  the fraction  of emitted
radiosity  that reaches the eye. we can now derive  an expression  for
how the error  in the emittances  affects  the view-dependent  func-
tion  r. Writing the visible error  as ),(a - 5) and using equations  (3)
and (S), we have:

= 9’S - Q’fS - AL(t)

= 9’AL&. f6J

Thus,  the quantity  @’ /%& is the error  that the approximations  to 1,
and @ contribute to the view-dependent  function.

Unfortunately,  in practice  it is not possible  to compute  the impor-
tance vector  \k exactly,  since computing  the global  importance solu-
tion is as difticult  as computing  the global  radiosity  solution.  How-
ever. we can compute  an approximation  Q to the exact importance- -
vector  rlr. and refine  it as we retine  L and a. In this case, we can use

Figure 4: The duality  of radiosity  and importance
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criterion I~iALi/~j \ used to refine radiosity can be used to refine

the importance solution as well. Moreover, since estimates of im-

portance are used to drive the radiosity solution and vice versa, we

need to refine both solutions to the same level of accuracy. There-

fore, the hierarchical system used for radiosity is also appropriately

refined for importance, so a single hierarchical system suffices for

both.

2.3 Radiosity and importance transport

While managing radiosity in a hierarchical system is well-
understood [6, 12], importance is new and subtly different. For com-
pleteness, we discuss the equations governing both importance and
radiosity here.

Until now, we have described the linear operator L only as a general
matrix. For the radiosity transport equation, the operator L can be
expressed as follows:

L=
“.

L -pnFni –pnF.2 . . . 1 – pnFn.

(7)

Figure 5: Transporting radiosit y and importance in a hierarchy.
where p, is the rejlectanr-e of patch i, and F,j is the form factor from
patch i to patch j [10].

the quantity ~TAL~ as a close approximation to the actual error

wTALi.

To incorporate this insight into a hierarchical radiosity algorithm we

begin by considering the interaction between two patches i and j. [n

general, computation of the energy transfer between any two patches

will be approximate, due to the approximations inherent in the dis-

crete operator L. Let 6,, denote the product [~, AL,j~l 1.The quarr-

tity 6,, approximates the error contributed by the interaction of patch

i and j to the view-dependent function v. By reducing C50over all

pairs (i, j), we can make the magnitude of the overall error ~TAL~

arbitrarily small.

We reduce the error in an interaction by subdividing one of the two

patches involved and computing new interactions for the refined

system. The net effect of this refinement is that transfers of radios-

ity from bright patches and transfers of importance from important

patches will generally be treated with greater accuracy at a lower

level in the hierarchy.

Figure 5 illustrates this idea for two patches i andj with high im-

portance and high radiosity, respectively. The diagram on the top

shows a single link from patch i to patch j. The link carries radios-

ity from i to j, in the direction of the arrow, and importance from

j to i, against the arrow. Since the effect of these interactions on the

error is not great, they take place at a high level in the hierarchy.

On the other hand, the diagram on the bottom shows the transfer of

radiosity from j to i and of importance from i to j. These transfers,

which have greater potential effect on the error, take place at a more

refined level of the hierarchy. [n this way the algorithm can put the

most work into retining the parts of the transport process where the

impact of error is greatest.

Because of the duality of radiosity and importance, the same error

The form factor F,, expresses the fraction of power leaving patch i

that arrives at patch j. The form factor between two unoccluded dif-

ferential patches di and dj is given by

COS@jCOS@
Fdi.dj = =rl JdA1, (8)

where 0, and 0, relate the normal vectors of di and dj to the vector
joining the two patches, r is the distance between the patches, and
dA, is the differential area of dj.

The form factor from a differential patch di to a finite-area patch j
is given by

(9)

where A, is the area of patch j. The form factor between two tinite-

area patches i and j is the average of this quantity over all of patch i:

This double integral can be approximated by the single-integral for-
mulation (9), assuming the two patches are “well-separated [10].

It is easy to check from equation ( 10) that the following reciprocity
relationship holds between the form factors Fti and F,,:

A, F,, = AIF1,. (11)

We can rewrite equations (1) and (2) in terms of the radiosity and

importance arriving at a single patch i from every other patch j to
give the familiar radiosity formulation, along with an analogous for-
mulation for importance:

@; = S, + p, ~ @,F,,, (12)
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Q, = R, + ~ p, W,F,,. (13)

Since L i~ used for radiosity and L’] is used for importance, the two

equations differ only in the indices of the reflectance [~and the form
Factor F-.

We now examine how radiosity and importance can be distributed

up and down a hierarchical system. Let i be a child patch, and /
its parent in the ptstch hierdrchy. We will assume that reflectance,
m well as emittance of radiosity and importance, is constant over
every patch.

When the patches are well-separated, equations (9) and (11 ) imply

the following form-factor relationships:

F,, x F/,, (14)

A,
F,, z — F,,

AI
(15)

Substituting these equations into ( 12) and ( 13) allows us to express
the radiosity and importance of a child patch in terms of those of its
parent, as follows:

(17)

Thus. mdiosity does not change when pushed down from a parent

to its children. while importance is distributed according to the pro-
portional area of each child.

We also need to be able 10solve for the radiosity and importance of a
parent patch from those of its children. To derive these relationships,
tirst note that equations ( If)) and ( 1I ) allow us to express the form
f;ictors for :i parent patch in terms of those of its children:

F/, =
I

z E
F,,A,, (18)

{cl

“ = D
(19)

,El

Substituting these equations into ( 12) and ( 13) gives:

(20)

Thus, radiosities must be averaged according to area when pulled

up the hierarchy, whereas importances are simply summed.

3 Algorithm

The view-dependent radiosity algorithm we describe here is very

similar to the brightness-weighted hierarchical algorithm proposed

by Hanrahan, et uI., with the crucial difference that in the view-

dependent algorithm. importance as well as radiosity plays a role

in refining interactions.

The algorithm iteratively computes an accurate rddiosity solution

for visible patches by refining the interactions between any two

patches i and j whose estimated error ~~,~,,~, I exceeds a given

tolerdnce f.

3.1 Overview

The algorithm takes as input the initial emittance of radiosity S and

importance R for each patch, along with an initial set of interac-

tions Z among the patches. The set Z contains a link between every

pair of patches that are not completely occluded from one another.

Each link carries radiosity in one direction and importance in the

other. The set Z can be computed once for each model and stored

along with it,

The algorithm refines the initial set of interactions Z by transform-

ing this single-level network into a hierarchy of interactions. At each

iteration of the outermost loop, the algorithm solves for both radios-

ity and importance using the current set 1. These solutions, in turn,

are used to guide a refinement step, which improves the accuracy of

the radiosities and importances with respect to a particular view, by

adding more links to Z. The iteration continues until a preset error

tolerance F, is met.

The basic algorithm can be described in pseudocode as follows:

ImportanceDrivenRadiosity (S, R. 1)

(6. ~)+(S. R)

for [ decreasing from x to F, do

SolveDualSy.stems( ~. ~, S, R. Z)

for each interaction j-i of Z do

Re/inelnteraction(j ~ i, 1. c)

end for

end for

The following sections describe the steps of this refinement process

in more detail.

3.2 Solving for radiosity and importance

For a given hierarchical system. ~ and ~ are found by iteratively

solving two systems of linear equations, Each iteration involves

gathering radiosity and shooting importance between every linked

pair of patches. Radiosity and importance are then distributed up

and down the hierarchy so that every patch receives the appropriate

contributions from its ancestors and descendants. This process is re-

peated until convergence—that is, until the difference between the

radiosities and importances from one iteration to the next becomes

smaller than some tolermrce:

SolveDualSvstems (~. ~. S. R. T)

repeat

GatherAndShoot(%, ~. Z)

for each top-level patch p do

SweepRadiosity(~. S. p. O)

SweepImpoflance( ~. R. p. O)

end for

until convergence of ~ and ~

Gathering radiosity and shooting importance is implemented as fol-

lows:
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GatherAndShoot(~, ~, ~
-/ -/

(@, w) + (0,0)
for each patchi do

for each interaction j ~ i of T do

G; + 5; + piFij61

i; i-- i; + p,Fv%,

end for

end for

(i, i) + (i’, i’)

For each interaction between two patches j-i, radiosity is “gath-

ered from j to i, and importance is “shot” from i to j. Because the

importance matrix is the transpose of the radiosity matrix, the same

matrix entry pi~ti appears in both these operations. Here F,, denotes

an estimate of the actual form factor Fij.

Once radiosity and importance have been transferred between

linked patches, the two quantities are distributed up and down the

hierarchy so that every patch receives the appropriate contributions
from its parents and children:

SweepRadiosity(~, S, i, @down)

if i is a leaf then

f$.~ - Si + ii + @down

else

Alp + o

for each child i’ of i do

x +- “SwmpRadiosity(@, S, i’, @; + @down)

~up + ~up+x*Ai, /Ai

end for

end if

;i + $5.~

return @.P

SweepImpotiance($, R, i, $down)

if i is a leaf then

~.p - Ri + ~1 + @do..

else

@“p + o

for each child i’ of i do

x t- (w,+~dwn)*A;# /Ai

@.P - +.P + SweepImpo@nce(~, R, i’, x)
end for

endif
G, + ?JJUp
return @.P

The two quantities are distributed in slightly different ways, as dis-

cussed in Section 2.3. The radiosity @of a child patch i is the sum

of its emitted radiosity S,, the radlosity it receives directly, and the

radiosity of its parent ~d~”. The importance of a child patch i is the
sum of its emitted importance Ri, the importance it receives directly,

and an area-weighted fraction of the importance of its parent @down.

When pulling radiosity and importance back up the hierarchy the

situation is reversed. The radiosity of a parent patch is the area-

weighted average of the radiosities of its children, whereas its im-

portance is the sum of the importances of its children.

3.3 Refining the interactions

We refine any interactions whose estimated error I~jPlFem6j I ex-

ceeds the tolerance ~. For F,., we use an upper bound on the error

in the form factor, computed by taking the difference between up-

per and lower bounds H and F,; on the actual form factor F,j, ss

described in the next section. If the error in the interaction exceeds

the tolerance c, the interaction is refined by subdividing the patch p

with greater area and creating new links directly from the children

of p to the other patch:

RefineInteraction(i -+ i. 1. c)

Fem+~– F-!J
if ~,p;Fe=~, > ~ then

SubdivideAndRefine(p, j-i, ~)
I - x u {new links created through subdivision}

end if

The procedure SubdivideAndRefine is essentially the same as the

refinement routine described by Hanrahan, et al.With importance-

driven refinement, however, the minimum patch-size criterion that

guarantees termination is rarely necessary, since the importance of

a patch always decreases with its area.

3.4 Estimating the form factors

We estimate the form factor FiJ from patch i to patch j by takhg a

number of samples across patch i and averaging the point-to-disk

form factors [21 ] over all samples.

Care is needed in estimating upper and lower bounds on F,,, since the

assumptions required by point-to-disk form factors may not always

hold. We choose samples on both patch i and j and compute double-

differential form factors, using equation (8). We set the upper sod

lower bounds fi and F; to A, max {F~i,~j} and Al min {F~i,dj}. re-

spectively. These “bounds” are not necessarily strict if the samples

are poorly chosen; however, they seem to work well in practice.

Note that if any of the double-differential form factors encounters

an occluding object, then the lower bound F,; is O,and the estimated

form-factor error is set to the upper bound E.

3.5 Assigning initial importance

The vector R determines the initial emitters of importance. Different
choices of R allow us to use importance in different ways.

~pically, for a single, static view, we define an infinitesimal patch
for the “camera” and make it the sole emitter of importance. In thk

case, we also ensure that an initial link between the camera and the
rest of the environment is set up only if it falls within the camera’s
viewing frustum. This choice of R has the same effect as assigning
an initial importance to each patch according to its visible projected
area.
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There is nothing, however, that limits us to a single, static view. For
example, importance could be used to speed the radiosity solution

for an animation or walk-through of an environment by making ev-

ery patchthat is visible at any time an emitter of importance, Simi-
larly, importance could be used when the scene is visible from more
than a single viewpoint, such as in stereoscopic views or in stage
design applications [9].

Finally, for some applications it may not be necessary for everything
visible to be important. For example, perhaps we would like to study
a particular object from all angles, such as a sculpture in a museum.
If we are unconcerned about the environment itself except in how
it contributes to the illumination of this object, we could make the

object itself the sole emitter of importance.

Note that in all cases, the overall magnitude of R is arbitrary. How-
ever, the error tolerance F, must be scaled appropriately.

4 Reconstruction and display

The algorithm described in this paper addresses only the global illu-
mination problem—i.e., how to determine the radiosities of visible

surfaces to within a certain accuracy.

However, producing an accurate global radiosity solution does not

guarantee a high-quality picture. Indeed, the reconstruction and dis-
play of a radiosity solution is a tricky problem for any algorithm
that assumes constant radiosities over a patch [11], and a hierwchi -
cal algorithm is no exception. Annoying artifacts become apparent
if each patch is displayed with a single constartt intensity, as the eye
is extremely sensitive to such discontinuities.

Artifacts due to poor reconstruction are in fact even more noticeable

for hierarchical algorithms than for standard adaptive subdivision

schemes. Since constant radiosities are distributed over patches of

different sizes at many different levels of the hierarchy, the straight-
forward approach of pushing constant radiosities down to the leaves
and Gouraud-shading these smallest elements leaves the boundaries
between higher-level patches readily apparent.

In order to avoid these artifacts, we can take advantage of view-
dependence by adding extra meshing to visible surfaces as part of
the reconstruction process, once the importance-weighted global so-
lution has been computed. In our implementation, we force subdivi-
sion of all visible surfaces down to a fixed projected-area threshold,

and push all interactions down to these leaves.

Displaying these smaller patches with Gouraud shading produces
results comparable to a standard Gouraud-shaded adaptive subdivi-
sion solution. In order to eliminate Mach banding and z-buffer ar-

tifacts, we use ray casting with a modified form of supersampling.
For each ray–surface intersection, we choose 16 Gaussian-jittered
samples in the (u, \’)-coordinates of the intersected surface. Tire 16
radiosities from the patches at the bottom of the hierarchy are then

averaged together to give the intensity of the pixel.

5 Results

Figures 6 and 7 show a small maze sitting on a table, The images
were computed using importance-driven refinement. Figure 6 is flat-
shaded to show the meshing produced by the algorithm, while Fig-
ure 7 is displayed using the reconstruction algorithm described in

Section 4. Note the color bleeding from the red wall of the maze to
the wall behind it. This effect is most pronounced on the top of the
wall, as the bottom half of the wall is illuminated mostly by light

reflected from the maze floor.

The next pair, Figures 8 and 9, show the same computed solution,
but displayed from further back. Figure 8 shows the radiosity of each
patch, while Figure 9 depicts the importance of each patch, divided
by its area. In the latter image, the visible parts of the scene show
up very clearly as white because all wavelengths of light emitted
from these surfaces are equally important to the camera. The other
surfaces in the room also have importance, but to a lesser degree.

The color of each surface gives the fraction of light emitted at a
particular wavelength that finds its way to the camera. Due to the

red and blue walls, red light is more important on the left side of the

floor and back wall, while blue light is more important on the right.
Note how the algorithm has done less meshing in areas with little
importance.

Figures 10 and I I show the radiosity and importance of the same
solution-displayed from even further back, showing the whole en-
vironment. From this vantage point, the meshing done on the table is

extremely fine. A view-independent algorithm would have great dif-
ficulty solving the entire environment to such high precision. Note

that no meshing at all has taken place in the r~m at the lower left,
which contains a complex block sculpture, since the importance of

the room and everything inside it is negligible. Note also that the
wall illuminated by the bright light in the center does have some
importance, and is therefore refined to a certain extent. The impor-
tance of indirect interactions such as these would be very difficult
for a user to anticipate in giving meshing hints to a conventional
algorithm.

Some quantitative measurements of our tests are summarized in Ta-

ble 1. All tests were run on an HP 720, a 55 MIPS machine with 64
megabytes of physical memory.

Figures 12 and 13 compare brightness-weighted refinement (B-only)
to brightness-and-importance-weighted refinement (W). In running
the test, we refined the B-on/y solution as much as possible before
running out of physical memory. We then ran a B/ algorithm on the
same environment until the solution appeared to be at a similar or
slightly higher level of refinement. For this environment of moderate
complexity (1002 initial polygons), the B-only solution was 45 times
slower, requiring 16 times the total number of patches, and 22 times

the total number of links. We expect that for environments of greater
complexity, the speedups would be even more dramatic.

We have also tried to compare timings for the more refined solution
of Figure 6 with a B-only solution of comparable accuracy. How-
ever, the extraordinary memory requirements for a high-accuracy
global solution makes this comparison difficult. We let the B-only

solution run for about 40 hours, at which point the virtual memory
size was well over 100 megabytes. With 19 times the number of

patches, 35 times the number of links, and 30 times the number of
CPU-minutes as the B/ solution, the B-only algorithm still had not
achieved a solution close to the same level of accuracy.

As an additional test, the camera was moved inside the small maze
on the table, in the same position with respect to the small maze as
it was with respect to the large maze in Figure 13. The B/ solution
was more accurate than B-only and took only 0.5Yc of the time to
compute.
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Figure 6: A view-dependent radiosity solution. 

Figure 8: The radiosity solution of Figure 6, seen from further back. 
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Maze  on table Maze  on table Inside  maze
Medium  accuracy High  accuracy Medium  accuracy

B-d\ BI Gain GainA - - B-only  BI B-onl\ 81 Gain-- A - -

Total  patches 46778 2983 16x 163053+ 8779 > 19x 46778 I299 36x
Total  links 585308  27055  22x 2803112+  79192  >> 35x 585308  19288 30x
Time  (minutes) 585 13 45x 2331+ 76 > 30x 585 3 19.5x

Table  I : B-on/y  versus  BI refinement.  Statistics  for three  test  cases.

Figure 12:  A B-on/y  solution.

Finally,  in order  to get a sense  of how well the BI algorithm  might
perform for  a moving  camera.  we started with the solution  for  Fig-
ure I3 and then turned  the camera IO degrees.  Solving  to the same
level  of accuracy  took an additional  3 4 minutes,  about  a quarter the
time for  the original  view.

The  initial-linking time. which is identical  for B1 and B-on/y  re-
tinement.  is not included  in the statistics  in Table  I. For the 1002-
polygon  environment  used  in these  tests.  initial  linking  took  75 min-
utes and produced  I X3 I4 links.  Note.  however,  that since initial  link-
ing is independent  of the level of retinement,  material  characteris-
tics, or view. it can performed  once and stored along  with the model.
Our current  implementation  of initial  linking  uses a brute-force  al-
gorithm  that  chechs every  pair of patches to determine visibility;
however,  this step  could be easily  optimized  using a more  sophisti-
cated visibility  testing  scheme.

6 Conclusions and future  work

We have described  a hierarchical  radiosity  algorithm  that substan-
tially  reduces the computation  required  for an accurate  global solu-
tion with respect to a particular  view. The algorithm  works  by refin-
ing interactions  according  to the error  each interaction introduces
to the visible portions  of a global  solution.  Our results  show dra-
matic speedups,  even for scenes  of moderate  complexity.  We expect

Figure 13: A comparable  BI solution.

that for a truly  complex  environment  these  speedups would be even
greater.

There are many  aspects of the algorithm  that require  further  re-
search:

Walk-throughs.  One way to handle  an animated sequence is to
make every  patch that becomes  visible an emitter  of importance.  as
described  in Section  3.5. Another  approach  would be to update im-
portances  incrementally  as the animation  progressed.  Because  there
is a great  deal of coherence  from one frame to the next in most ani-
mations,  the importance-driven  solution  for one frame is likely  IO be
a very  good  starting  point  for the computation  of the next. Indeed.
for many  walk-through  applications,  computing  a series  of view-
dependent  solutions  may actually  be faster  than computing  a single
view-independent  solution.  especially  if high  accuracy  is required.
The one essential  change  is to add a mechanism for pruning  links
from the hierarchy  that are no longer  sufficiently  important.

Error analysis.  It is easy to get a trivial  upper  bound  on the over-
all error in the view-dependent  radiosity  solution  by summing the
error  over  all the links:  if the system has N links, each refined  to a
tolerance  of 6, then an overall bound  is given  by Nr. However. this
analysis  is clearly  too coarse,  as we have no guarantee  that N grows
more slowly  than t shrinks.  In addition.  a rigorous  error bound  re-
quires  a bound  on the difference  between  the estimated  error  at each

link GT&s  and the actual  error  qTLLG.  Currently,  we have no
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guarantee that this difference will always be small.

Clustering. A major advantage of using a hierarchical approach is
that it reduces the total number of interactions between patches from

0(n2) to O(n+rn), where n is the total number of patches after subdi-
vision, and m is the number of initial, top-level patches. Still, when

m is large, which is often the case for complex environments, the
number of initial interactions maybe too large to be practical. In this
case, we would like to group patches into higher-level clusters in or-
der to reducethe initial interactions.This problemwasmentionedby
Hanrahan, cu al. in the description of their brightness-weighted hier-
archical algorithm; however, resolving this problem becomes even
more crucial in an importartce-driven algorithm, since the latter is

better able to handle complex environments in every other respect.
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